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Outline of this talk

Some general issues and principles.

 Introduction of some task-relatedness parameters.

 Lowe bounds on domain adaptation errors.

Major open questions.



Our Goal: 
Figure out when and how will DA learning succeed

 While domain adaptation is being used in practical ML tasks,
we do not have satisfactory theoretical justification for that.

 Why should one desire such theoretical backbone?

To provide success guarantees to common heuristics.
To help understand under what circumstances common DA 

techniques may fail.
To help choose the right leaning paradigm for a given task.
To guide the development of novel DA algorithms. 
 .....



Naive user view of machine learning
“I’ll give you my data, you’ll crank up your 

machine and return meaningful insight”

“If it does not work, I can give you more data”

“If that still doesn’t work, I’ll try another 
consultant” ....



Learning requires prior knowledge
No learning is possible without applying prior knowledge (this is the 
“no free lunch” phenomena).

 For straight-forward classification prediction tasks, the prior 
knowledge takes the form of an ``Inductive bias” 

 For Semi-Supervised learning, assumptions on the relationship 
between the unlabeled distribution and the labels are inevitable 
([BD, Lu, Pal’ 09].

 In this talk, we investigate the prior knowledge about the 
relationship between the training-data distribution and the target 
distribution that are essential for successful domain adaptation.



A concrete setting  for our problem

Preliminary convention – a learning task is a joint distribution over 
points and labels, P over Xx{0,1}.

A learner has access to:
1. Labeled training data, S, randomly sampled by some 

source (training) distribution PS

and
2. An unlabeled sample T sampled from a

target (‘test’) distribution PT

The learner’s task is to predict labels of points generated 
(and labeled) according to PT



Main issue-
MODELING TASK RELATEDNES

A central, yet not always explicit, questions in learning is 
“How should one model/formulate such prior knowledge?”

Most obvious desired relatedness – labels are the same.

Formally, the conditionals P(l|x) are the same for both the 
training and target tasks. 

This is the “covariate shift” assumption.



The Covariate Shift assumption may be 
useless

Conclusion- one also needs to assume relatedness of unlabeled 
distributions  (Issue: How should we measure that?)



How should one measure similarity of 
distributions?

Common measures of distributions similarity :
 Total Variance 
TV(D, D’) = SupE measurable (|D(E)-D’(E)|)

 KL divergence

These measures are too sensitive for our needs and 
cannot be reliably estimated from finite samples. 
[Batu et al 2000]



A new distribution-similarity measure
(Kifer, Ben-David and Gehrke ‘04)

For  a class H of predictors, define:

Namely, use classifiers in H to try to separate the two distributions.

Failure to separate means that the distributions are close.

Discriminate 
between S and 
T

Note that this measure of distribution similarity takes into account the 
class of relevant predictors, H



Demonstration of the new distance

H-distance: 0.5
H-distance: 0.134



Estimating dA from samples 
(Ben-David, Kifer, Gehrke)



The Covariate Shift assumption may be 
useless even when D(P,Q) is small
 Let H be the class of initial segments.

Note:  1) Covariate shift holds.  2)  DΔH(PX,QX) is small.   
3) A good h for P (the ALL-0 function) is bad for Q – domain 
adaptation fails.



More relevant measure of label 
relatedness

Let λH(P, Q) be min{ErP(h) +ErQ(h) : h ε H}

That is,  two tasks are similar (with respect to a class of 
predictors, H) if there is a predictor in the class that 
predicts well on both tasks.



Resulting generalization error bound

In [BD, Blitzer, Crammer, Pereira ’06] we proved the 
following bound on the error of domain adaptation:

))(Er)(Er(inf ) ,(d  (h)  (h) ST
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Can this bound be improved?

(Where S is the source distribution and T is the target data distribution)



Identical labelling functions
(Covariate shift assumption)

Good joint predictor
in H  (small λ)

Similar unlabelled 
distributions (small  dH)

Sufficient conditions for DA learning



Domain task

target task

Demonstrating uselessness of 
the Covariate Shift assumption

Note that  here we have the covariate shift assumption  + small λ
(the h that predicts 1 iff x is to the left of the blue interval has total 
error epsilon). Yet, the ALL-1 predictor has small error (epsilon)
on the  domain task and large error  on the target (it always errs).



Conservative vs. Adaptive algorithms
Can we do better than learning on the source domain and 

applying the SAME hypothesis to the target domain?
We should! But how? 
The ‘importance reweighting” idea:

Use the target unlabeled sample to reweigh the training sample. 
Choose h that minimizes the training error w.r.t. This reweighted 
training sample.

 It may fail badly!
Q: Under what assumptions will it work?
Q: What other types of adaptive DA may work?



Domain task

target task

Demonstrating the failure of the importance  
reweighting paradigm

Note that  here , although we have small λ, 
and without reweighting the learner will have zero target error,
after reweighting the learner will choose the All-0 hypothesis 
and fail badly 

(the ALL-0 function) (the ALL-0 function) 



Can any algorithm do better?

(the ALL-0 function) 



Domain task

target task

Can any algorithm do better?

Note that from the point of view of the DA learner, T and T’ are 
indistinguishable. However, for any predictor, h, 
ErrT(h) + ErrT’(h) =1 so ANY predictor will have error 0.5 on one 
of them (although we have small λ with respect to both T and T’)



Conclusion: No DA is possible without 
assuming relatedness  of unlabeled 
distributions.
Note that, by using the “Odd points-even points” trick,

we could make the above counter example satisfy
Covariate Shift as well.

 Similarly, it is not hard to come up with example 
demonstrating that without assuming small λ(S,T),
No DA algorithm can be guaranteed to have non-trivial
error bound.



Major remaining open questions
 Improve our basic generalization-error bound.

 Find relatedness parameters under which different paradigms 
work (e.g., ERM with respect to task-reweighted training sample).

Come up with different adaptive (rather than conservative) learning 
algorithms (or even just conditions under which the reweighting 
trick is guaranteed to succeed)

 Come up with more user-friendly useful relatedness notions.



A pessimistic conclusion

),( ) ,(d  (h)  (h) XXH TSTSErEr ST λ++≤ ∆

In fact, we can show that  without making any further assumptions, 
the [BD,B,C,P 06]  error bound, 

is tight up to a factor of 2 
(regardless of what DA algorithm is being applied)



Conclusions

We have shown a No Free-Lunch theorem for domain 
adaptations. Namely, 
1) The covariate shift assumption, even when coupled with 

assumptions about the similarity of the unlabeled  distributions 
of the source and target tasks,  does not guarantee any success 
with label prediction across domains.

2) The loose-looking error bound of [BD,B,C,P ’06] is tight.
In particular, reweighing is not guaranteed to help performance.

 Additional tool for expressing prior knowledge about task 
relatedness are needed to explain and guarantee success of the 
DA paradigm. 



Success example: 
The POS tagging Inductive Transfer Problem

POS tagging is a common preprocessing step in NLP systems.

 Can an automatic POS tagger be trained on one domain (say, legal 
documents) and then be used on a different domain (say, biomedical 
abstracts). 

 The issue here is the discrepancy between the classifier’s 
training and test data distributions.

 For this problem, unlabeled target examples are readily available.



Structural Correspondence Learning
(Blitzer, McDonald, Pereira) 

Choose a set of “pivot words” (determiners, 
prepositions, connectors and frequently occurring 
verbs).

Represent every word in a text as a vector of its 
correlations, within a small ‘window”, with each of the 
pivot words.

Train a linear separator on the (images of) the training 
data coming from one domain and use it for tagging on 
the other.



classification window

Structural Correspondence Learning
(Blitzer, McDonald, Pereira)

DT NN   VBZ  DT NN IN DT JJ NN CC
The clash is a sign of a new toughness and
NN IN NNP  POS JJ JJ NNS .
divisivenessin Japan ‘s once-cozy financial circles .

DT JJ VBN NNS IN DT NN NNS VBP
The oncogenic mutated forms of the ras proteins are 

RB JJ CC VBP IN JJ NN
constitutively active and interfere with normal signal
NN .
transduction .

Wall Street Journal (WSJ)

MEDLINE Abstracts (biomed)



Our Inductive Transfer Paradigm
We propose to embed the original attribute space(s) into some 

feature space in which 
1. The two tasks look similar.

2. The source task can still be well classified.

Then, treat the images of points from both distributions as if 
they are coming from a unique distribution.



The Common-Feature-Space Idea

Training domain

Application 
domain

Joint feature space



A Bound on Target Domain Error 



The notation above

Where d is the VC-dim of H, and

))(Er)(Er(inf TH hh Sh += ∈λ

Note that this is a measure of the relatedness of 
labelling functions of the two tasks.



Visualizing the Classifiers

Random Projections Structural Correspondence 
Learning

Scatter plots of nouns (diamonds) and verbs (triangles)



Visualizing the  dH -distance

Random Projections Structural Correspondence 
Learning

Scatter plots of financial (squares) 

and biomedical (circles) words 



The algorithmic conclusion
Find a feature space representation, R, such  that:

1. The (unlabeled) distributions induced by the Source and Target
distributions under a representation R are similar.

2. There exist a predictor in H that works reasonably well for the 
training data (in the feature space).

To predict:
Represent your test point in the feature space, and use a good training 
classifier to predict its label. 



Domain task

target task

Demonstrating uselessness of 
the Covariate Shift assumption

Note that  here we have the covariate shift assumption  + small dH

Yet, the All-1 h has small error on the  domain task and large error on the target
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